VARIEITY TRACKMEN CLASH WITH FROST ON CINDERS TOMORROW

From The Sports Deser

The report that a derby heat will win the prize for the winner of the Mill Hill Cup, is baseless. Those responsible for the welfare of the race are now implementing a plan which they can easily afford to give money without taking much, as it is of the last of the week.

The faculty are holding the game on a smaller scale than usual. Come out to the big show and see what we have created. The key is the same plate, Prof. Franklin looking busy and the crowd is looking in the direction of the building at the last minute they can.

Mike's race with Bout brings out the best in both of them. There is a chance for I. H. P. to run a handicap, but we hope not. Mike and Bout will be ready for the first of the year. Now they have no handicap.

Squads Ready For Initial Contest

After Week's Practice Off Boards

First Frost Track

Records Compiled by 1919 Team Leader

Rash Parsons 50 Late Marks in All Events; Marks 203 Yard Dash

For the first time since the old enrollment of track as a sport at a school, the new team has compiled a series of records. These records are now available at the result of the work that has been done. In general, the new team is much better equipped in the equipment with which the men have been working, and in the men themselves. There has been a great deal of work done, and it is likely that the men who have been working will make a valuable addition to the track for the coming season.

There have been men working on the track all week, and today, the first day of the week, the work completed, with new records in place and ready for the season.

Gurney Eligible

The track was gotten into shape on time for the men to put in their first real practice of the year. This will be a real practice. This will be a real practice. This will be a real practice.

PUBLIC SALES

We have purchased 1,000,000 pairs of shoes, from 50, to 125, which is the entire stock now of the largest U. S. Government contractors. This is a tremendous buy in color dark tan, better looks, better quality. The average value of this show at $16.00. Owing to this tremendous buy in color dark tan, better looks, better quality. The average value of this show at $16.00.

This is a tremendous buy in color dark tan, better looks, better quality. The average value of this show at $16.00.

The show is guaranteed one hundred percent. The show is guaranteed one hundred percent.

The show is guaranteed one hundred percent.

We will sell for cash, or send money orders.

NATIONAL BAY SHOE COMPANY
396 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

NASH CLOTHES versus HIGH PRICES
By eliminating the middleman and selling direct from molder to you, the consumer, we are able to build our own line All Wool suit for Topcoat for $23.50.

Guaranteed as to STYLE, FIT, QUALITY and WORKMANSHIP

(100) suits a day are made for Nash patrons. Some $ 0. 0 pair of shoes is claimed. Maybe but you want among them. It will pay you to 19.50.

If you cannot come in, let us send a Nash representative with you.

THE A. NASH COMPANY
359 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
Near Art Institute

WARING CO., LIMITED
NEAREST LUNCHEON ROOM
AT 78 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
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